Course:
ECON 4319 Economic Growth
and Development
Enroll early to lock in your spot
and the lowest price.

Scholarships available
through Travel Abroad,
Fouse, and EF. Apply now!

Business Innovation in Dublin
& London

On a program developed for graduate students, explore two European
capitals that are also thriving hubs of business. From visits to local
companies to insightful lectures, a design thinking workshop to a panel
discussion, you’ll get a comprehensive look at the differences and similarities
between British and Irish business practices. In between, you’ll immerse
yourself in the countries’ unique cultures, taking time to explore their many
famous sites and attractions.

12-DAY ITINERARY


Day 1: Fly overnight to Ireland
Day 2: Dublin









Meet your Tour Director at the airport

Visit a local company and learn about
English business practices
Take an optional excursion to Bath and
Stonehenge

Take a walking tour of Dublin

Day 10: London • Edinburgh

See Grafton Street






See the Temple Bar district
Enjoy a traditional Guinness stew dinner in
Dublin

Travel by train to Edinburgh
Tour Edinburgh with an expert local guide
Visit Edinburgh Castle
Enjoy dinner in Edinburgh

Day 3: Dublin




Attend an introductory lecture on Dublin
business practices
Visit an Irish business and learn about local
business practices

Day 11: Edinburgh




Attend a business-themed lecture and learn
about local business practices
Visit a Scottish company and learn about
local business practices

Day 4 & 5: Dublin





Participate in a design thinking workshop

Day 12: Depart for home

Visit an Irish business and learn about local
business practices
Take an optional excursion to Giant's
Causeway and Belfast

Day 6: Dublin • London









Take a guided tour of London
See Big Ben
See the Houses of Parliament
See Piccadilly Circus
See St. Paul's Cathedral
See the Changing of the Guard at
Buckingham Palace (if scheduled)
Enjoy a fish and chips dinner in London

Day 7: London




Attend an introductory lecture on London
business practices
Attend a business panel discussion

Day 8 & 9: London

–

ENROLL NOW

